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Weekend Spotlight is a locally produced program that airs Sunday, 6:00am-6:30am

   Issues Date    Description
Youth, Public 
Health, Law 
Enforcement, Arts & 
Entertainment

7/5/2020 Dr. Tyler Barnes, Floyd Pediatrician, on how to talk to kids about Covid-19 and getting them 
ready to go back to school. Rome Police Chief Denise Downer-Mckinney addresses police 
training and community police methods and relationships in the City. Tim Naddy and Brad 
Moon talk about the production of the RAD playhouse production of The Odd Couple.

Race Relations 7/12/2020 Part one of two part series.  Discussing and race and perceptions. Candid talk with Virgina, 
Zaveon and Alex.  A Caucasian woman, and African American man and Latin American man, 
all in their Twenties discuss race relations and misunderstandings.

Race Relations 7/19/2020 Part two of two part series.  Discussing and race and perceptions. Candid talk with Virgina, 
Zaveon and Alex.  A Caucasian woman, and African American man and Latin American man, 
all in their Twenties discuss race relations and misunderstandings.

Pubilc Safety, Public 
Health, Arts

7/26/2020 Linda Patty with the Rome Fire Department talks about keeping an eye out for the eldery 
during the extreme heat. Dr. Hostetler of the Harbin Clinic discusses the increase cases of 
Covid -19 and why it may be happening. Cast members from the RAD production of Winnie 
the Pooh, Anna McPherson and Dillon Lestor, talked about their roles.

Environment, 
Agriculture

08/02/2020 Extention Agent Kieth Mickler talked about the danger of opening the unsolicated seeds from 
China that were being sent to people all over the country. There were a few people in Floyd 
county that had recieved them.

Education, 
Entertainment, 

8/9/2020 Lt Blevins of the Salvation Army gives details about the :"Stuff the Bus program this year."  
"Wings of North Georgia Airshow will look different this year due to Covid 19, Show promotors 
reviews the changes.

History, Community 
Service and Arts

8/16/2020 Joyce Smith talks about the fundraisers and restoration updates on the historical Fairview 
Brown School,  Pastor Chris Hayes explains the Food Giveaway from his church and the lives 
that have been touch by this ministry, Alli Booker gives us an update on the arts community 
and how its faited in the last several months.

Recreation, 
Environmental, 
Census, Politics

8/23/2020 Jim Allred talks about the Parks and Rec markets for the public to sell yard sale items. Kieth 
Mickler tells what the pollen census numbers mean. and Artagus Newell with the 2020 Census 
gives a weekly update. Political anylst, Martha Zoller, explains Gov. Kemps lastest Statewide 
Mask order and what it means for business.

Public Health,   
Environment, 
Census,                 
Healthcare

8/30/2020 Leigh Barba of the American Red Cross updates us on the moblization of volunteers to the 
Gulf after Hurricane Laura; Extention Agent Kieth Mickler talks about Bee Keeping courses; 
Artagus Newell With Census 2020 Talks about the home visits and encouraged listeners to 
respond online; Brook Shell with PruittHealth Hospice discusses long-term care.

Education,            
Public Health,                
Recreation

9/6/2020 Student Andrew Doyle discussed Berry Enterprises,which teaches students how to handle 
cattle and sell the beef.   Dr. Gary Voccio with Harbin Clinic talked about the new testing 
facilities in NW Georgia.  Jim Allred with Rome-Floyd Park and Recreation announced their 
new (flea) markets at various parks for September and October.

Government,           
Families & Children,          
Environment

9/13/2020 State Representative Katie Dempsey discusses comprehensive tools to help children and 
families; Braden Keith with Census2020 talked about the response rate in Floyd County; Artist 
Jess Milner working with CRBI discussed the environmental impact and recreational activies 
on our local rivers.



Diversity,             
Census

9/20/2020 Cheryl Jenkins with One Community United discussed overcoming racial, ethnic, economic, 
sexual orientation, and religious barriers; American Red Cross announced their local donation 
sites and how to give;  Artagus Newell With Census 2020 talks about the response rates and 
home visits from census takers.

Technology,    
Economics,     
Religion

9/27/2020 Jake Ward, CEO of Connected Commerce Council, discussed their study on the effect of 
digital marketing on their businesses.  Pastor Carey Ingram of Lovejoy Baptist Church, talked 
about his book "The Great Deceptions" in our society today.


